AXCESS Announces Design and Implementation Services for Active RFID Systems
Addresses Need to Provide Key Integrators With Essential RFID Skill-Set Support

DALLAS, March 31, 2005 – AXCESS International Inc. (OTCBB: AXSI.OB), a leading provider of Active Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems today announced the formation of their Professional Services offering. This offering is designed to provide customers with the specialized RFID system knowledge that AXCESS has developed over the last decade. With services including application design and system layout to onsite installation support, AXCESS can greatly facilitate the implementation process for integrators by helping them move up the RFID learning curve rapidly, helping insure quick and successful RFID deployments. Recently, AXCESS has provided professional services in several customer implementations.

AXCESS plans to provide RFID services ranging from initial project planning to installation support and trouble-shooting. Professional services offered include site surveys, architectural design, engineering consulting, custom configuration and installation support. The AXCESS team of experienced RFID professionals will conduct site surveys and analyze environmental variables in order to assure optimal placement and configuration of the RFID infrastructure components. This will ensure maximum performance and results for their customers.

“There is an essential need to provide integrators with the necessary skill-set support for successfully implementing active RFID,” commented Ben Donohue, VP of Business Development for AXCESS. “Our goal is to provide our RFID expertise to the integrators so they can seamlessly install Active RFID solutions with rapid integration and increased satisfaction for their customers.”

AXCESS’ patented ActiveTag RFID product uses small, battery powered tags (generically called “active” tags) that when automatically activated, transmit a wireless message typically 30 to 100 feet to hidden palm size receivers. The receivers are connected via an industry standard interface to existing security alarm equipment or networked on the existing corporate network. Optionally, the tag system can also be used to trigger security video recording and live remote video transmission. The tags are used for a variety of security applications including automatic personnel access to facilities, automatic vehicle access to parking areas and yards, corporate asset tracking and protection, as well as special purpose sensing. Automatic email alerting and paging is offered for rapid response to security incidents.

About AXCESS International Inc.

AXCESS International Inc. (OTCBB:AXSI), headquartered in greater Dallas, TX, provides Active RFID (radio frequency identification) for physical security and supply chain efficiencies. The battery-powered (active) RFID tags locate, identify, track, monitor, count, and protect people, assets, inventory, and vehicles. AXCESS’ Active RFID solutions are supported by its integrated network-based, streaming digital video (or IPTV) technology. Both patented technologies enable applications including: automatic “hands-free” personnel access control, automatic vehicle access control, automatic electronic asset management, sensor management, and network-based security surveillance. AXCESS is a partner company of Amphion Capital Partners LLC.
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###
This release contains forward-looking statements as defined in Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including statements about future business operations, financial performance and market conditions. Such forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties inherent in business forecasts.
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